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Abstract

The past decade has witnessed the popularity of video
conferencing, such as FaceTime and Skype. In video con-
ferencing, almost every frame has a human face. Hence, it
is necessary to predict attention on face videos by saliency
detection, as saliency can be used as a guidance of region-
of-interest (ROI) for the content-based applications. To this
end, this paper proposes a novel approach for saliency de-
tection in single-face videos. From the data-driven perspec-
tive, we first establish an eye tracking database which con-
tains fixations of 70 single-face videos viewed by 40 sub-
jects. Through analysis on our database, we investigate that
most attention is attracted by face in videos, and that atten-
tion distribution within a face varies with regard to face size
and mouth movement. Inspired by the previous work which
applies Gaussian mixture model (GMM) for face saliency
detection in still images, we propose to model visual atten-
tion on face region for videos by dynamic GMM (DGMM),
the variation of which relies on face size, mouth movemen-
t and facial landmarks. Then, we develop a long short-
term memory (LSTM) neural network in estimating DG-
MM for saliency detection of single-face videos, so called
LSTM-DGMM. Finally, the experimental results show that
our approach outperforms other state-of-the-art approach-
es in saliency detection of single-face videos.

1. Introduction

Visual saliency [5] aims at predicting how much each
pixel or region of an image/video attracts human’s atten-
tion, which has been widely used in areas of object de-
tection [16], video quality assessment [39] and perceptual
video coding [35]. The studies on visual saliency can be
traced back to 1998, when Itti and Koch [19] explored that
intensity, color and orientation information in an image can
be employed to predict image’s saliency map. Afterwards,
they extended their work to video saliency detection [18].
During the past two decades, extensive approaches, such as
[17, 4, 38, 9, 30, 24, 13, 8, 12], have been proposed for

Figure 1:An example of video saliency maps generated by our approach
and [37]. Note that [37] is a saliency detection approach forimages, while
ours works on videos. Here, the saliency maps of [37] are generated by re-
garding each video frame as a still image. The visual attention distribution
by 40 subjects is also shown in this figure.

detecting saliency in videos. All these saliency detection
approaches are heuristic ones, as they are generally driven
by incorporating biologically-inspired features. However,
the biologically-inspired features of these approaches rely
heavily on the unmatured study of the human visual system
(HVS), leading to inferior performance in saliency detec-
tion.

Recently, the top-down approaches ([21, 14, 15, 27, 31,
7, 22, 28, 36, 6, 40, 20, 37]) have become more prevalent in
both image and video saliency detection, which learn salien-
cy model from human fixations on training images/videos.
These top-down approaches found out that some high-level
features are indeed attractive to visual attention. In particu-
lar, face is an obvious high-level feature to attract visualat-
tention, and thus many top-down approaches have incorpo-
rated face as a channel for saliency detection of face images
[6, 40, 20, 37]. To be more specific, Cerfet al. [6] inves-
tigated from eye tracking data that face is highly correlated
with attention, and they therefore proposed to integrate face
channel with the channels of Itti’s model [19] using equal
weights, for detecting saliency of face images. Later, Zhao
et al. [40] found that the face channel is more importan-
t than other channels. Accordingly, they proposed to learn
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the optimal weights of different channels by least square
fitting on eye tracking data, further improving the saliency
detection performance of [6]. Most recently, Xuet al. [37]
proposed to model the saliency distribution of face region
by Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [3], which is learned
from the training data using the conventional expectation
maximization (EM) algorithm. All above approaches han-
dle images with face, significantly advancing the develop-
ment of top-down saliency detection of images.

In contrast to top-down image saliency detection meth-
ods, most of the existing video saliency detection approach-
es [18, 17, 9, 8, 12] make use of the bottom-up information,
like motion vector, flicker, as well as spatial and temporal
correlation. On the other hand, face videos [25] have un-
dergone explosive growth, due to the emerging video con-
ferencing applications, like FaceTime and Skype. As ana-
lyzed in this paper later, face receives more visual attention
in videos (77.7% fixations) than that in images (62.3% fixa-
tions). Thus, face also plays a vital role in predicting salien-
cy of face videos, similar to its important role in saliency de-
tection of images. The most recent work of [1] has been pro-
posed to predict which face is salient among multiple faces,
for multiple-face video saliency detection. However, few
work has been devoted to precisely modeling attention dis-
tribution within face region for videos. Although videos are
composed of images, they are fundamentally viewed differ-
ently by people from still images. It is because the dynamic
changes of pictures in videos can be also seen as salien-
cy cues. Thus, video saliency cannot be precisely detected
merely by the assembly of image saliency, as shown in Fig-
ure 1. Figure 1 further shows that face saliency can be mod-
eled as dynamic GMM (DGMM) in videos, in which the
GMM distribution of attention varies across video frames.

By establishing an eye tracking database of single-face
videos, we find in this paper that most attention is attracted
by face in videos, the distribution of which varies with re-
spect to face size and mouth movement. Upon this finding,
we propose a long short-term memory (LSTM) based DG-
MM (LSTM-DGMM) approach to predict saliency distribu-
tion within a face for videos, in which attention on face and
facial features is modeled by the distribution of GMM. Dif-
ferent from Xu’s static learned GMM [37] for image salien-
cy detection, parameters of GMM are dynamically modified
in our LSTM-DGMM approach to model DGMM distribu-
tion alongside frames, according to the content in videos.
Such dynamic parameters can be learned by our LSTM
from training fixations in our approach. As far as we know,
LSTM [11] is an advanced recurrent neural network (RNN),
which can learn long-term dependencies of sequential data.
For saliency detection of single-face videos, we thus utilize
LSTM to learn the dependency information of DGMM be-
tween frames, for modeling the variation of face saliency
distribution in a video. Specifically, in a single-face video,
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Figure 2:Proportions of fixations and pixel numbers in different region-
s,counted on all 70 videos in our database. (a) shows the proportions for
the regions of face and background, and (b) illustrates the proportions of
fixations over different regions of face.

we take the content of previous and current frames (i.e., the
face size, mouth movement intensity and facial landmark-
s) as the input to LSTM, and then predict the parameters
of DGMM (i.e., means, variances and weights of gaussian
components) for the current frame. As such, saliency dis-
tribution within a face region can be modeled by DGMM.
Finally, we combine the modeled face saliency with salien-
cy detected by the conventional feature channels [19], to
predict attention on single-face videos. The experimental
results verify that our LSTM-DGMM approach advances
the state-of-the-art saliency detection in single-face videos.

2. Database and analysis
2.1. Database

To our best knowledge, there exists no eye tracking
database on single-face videos. Therefore, we conduct-
ed the eye tracking experiment to obtain a database, in
which the fixations on free-viewing single-face videos are
available. The database is composed of 70 single-face
videos which are selected from 300-VW[33] database and
YouTube. The resolutions of all 70 videos in our database
are 1280 × 720, and their frame rates are around 30Hz.
There are 40 subjects1 involved in the experiment to watch
all 70 videos, including 24 males and 16 females aging from
21 to 35.

During the experiment, the videos were displayed at their
original resolutions (720p), and their display order is ran-
dom to reduce the eye fatigue effect on the eye tracking
results. All 40 subjects were asked to watch these video
without any task. Besides, the fixations of those 40 sub-
jects on each video were recorded by a Tobii X2-60 eye
tracker at the sampling rate of60Hz. Finally, 1, 006, 478
fixations over27, 707 frames of70 videos were collected
in our database. Our database would be freely download-
able in the camera-ready version for facilitating the future
research.

2.2. Database analysis

We investigate the intrinsic factors which have impact on
visual attention to single-face videos, by analyzing the fixa-

1All 40 subjects have either corrected or uncorrected normaleyesight.
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(a) Face (b) Eyes (c) Nose (d) Mouth

Figure 3: Proportions of fixations on face and facial features versus face sizes, for all 70 videos of our database. Each dot in the figure stands for the
statistical result of one video. The least square fitting curves of linear regression on fixation proportions of all frames in 70 videos are provided (blue lines).
The Spearman rank correlation coefficients between face size and fixation proportions in each region are (a) 0.82, (b) 0.88, (c) 0.66 and (d) 0.07.

tions obtained from 70 videos in our database. We have the
following observations. Note that the technique on extract-
ing face-related features for our database analysis is to be
discussed in Section 3.

Observation 1: For a video, face attracts significantly
more visual attention than background, and within a face
region, facial features (i.e., eyes, nose and mouth) are more
salient than other regions in face.

First, we show in Figure 2-(a) the proportions of fixation-
s and pixels belonging to face and background, respectively,
for all 70 videos. As seen in Figure 2-(a), although the face
region only takes up5.1% pixels in video frames, it attracts
78.6% visual attention. Compared to62.3% fixations at-
tracted by face in images2, face region is more salient in
drawing visual attention in videos. Besides, Figure 2-(b) il-
lustrates the proportions of pixels and fixations within face
region. We can see from this figure that facial features con-
sume20.1% pixels in face region (9.7% for two eyes,5.3%
for mouth and5.1% for nose), whereas they draw42.1%
fixations (8.4% for eyes,15.5% for mouth and18.2% for
nose). Thus, we can conclude that facial features are more
salient than other regions in face for a video. This completes
the analysis of Observation 1.

Observation 2: Visual attention on face, eyes and nose
increases along with the enlarged size of face in videos,
whereas the attention on mouth is invariant to the face size3.

Figure 3 shows the proportions of fixations belonging to
the regions of face and facial features at different face sizes
in 70 videos of our database. In this figure, the fitting curves
are plotted to reflect the general trend that how proportion-
s of fixations in facial features change alongside increased
face sizes. From Figure 3, we can find out that when the face
size becomes larger, the proportions of fixations in face,
eyes and nose increase. However, the proportions of fixa-
tions in mouth are almost unchanged, implying that visual
attention on mouth is invariant to the size of face in videos.
This completes the analysis of Observation 2.

Observation 3: The amount of attention in face region
is not affected by mouth movement and blink, whereas its

2Note that in [37] face averagely has5.7% pixels in the whole image.
3Here, face size refers to the proportion of pixel number belonging to

the face region in a video frame.

distribution is variant to mouth movement and invariant to
blink.

Before figuring out the relationship between visual at-
tention and mouth movement or eye blink, we obtained the
ground-truth annotations of eye blink and mouth movemen-
t, by manually annotating all 70 videos of our database4.
Then, the statistical results of fixations versus mouth move-
ment and eye blink are shown in Figure 4, for all 70 videos
of our eye tracking database. From this figure, we can find
that the proportions of fixations on face are almost the same,
whether mouth moves or eyes blink. This implies that the
amount of attention on face is invariant to mouth movement
and blink. On the other hand, the distribution of attention
on face varies with regard to mouth movement. That is,
when mouth moves, more attention is drawn to mouth re-
gions with reduced attention on eye regions. Different from
mouth movement, the eye blink hardly changes the atten-
tion distribution in face. In summary, mouth movement on-
ly influences the distribution of attention within face, while
attention amount and distribution of face are not sensitiveto
eye blink. This completes the analysis of Observation 3.

Observation 4: Visual attention on mouth increases a-
long with the enlarged intensity of mouth movement.

Figure 5 plots the fixation proportions of mouth at differ-
ent intensities for mouth movement, with the scatter anal-
ysis on all fixations of mouth regions from our database.
Here, the intensity of mouth movement is measured using
the method in the next section. We can see from Figure
5 that attention on mouth generally increases with the in-
creased intensity of mouth movement, and the correspond-
ing Spearman rank correlation coefficient is 0.24, much
larger than 0.07 for the correlation between fixation pro-
portion in mouth and face size. This completes the analysis
of Observation 4.

3. Features extraction

As presented above, face-related features significantly
influence the distribution of visual attention on single-face

4There were 3 volunteers to annotate movements of eyes and mouth
at all frames in 70 videos. Then, the ground-truth annotations of eyes
and mouth movements were obtained by the major voting, whichare also
available along with our eye tracking database.
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Figure 4:Proportions of fixations belonging to face and facial features
averaged on all 70 videos of our database, for the cases of mouth with and
without mouth movement as well blink and non-blink.

Figure 5: Proportions of fixations in mouth at different intensities for
mouth movement. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient here is 0.24.

videos. Thus, this section mainly deals with the extraction
of the face-related features of videos, which include face,
facial features and mouth movement intensity.

Face and Facial Features. Observation 1 has shown
that face and its facial features in a single-face video are
much more salient than background. Hence, it is necessary
to extract face and facial features for saliency detection.In
this paper, we follow the way of [37] to automatically seg-
ment the regions of the face and facial features, by lever-
aging the face alignment algorithm [32]. Specifically, 66
landmark points are located according to point distribution
model (PDM) [32]. Then, some landmark points are con-
nected to precisely obtain the contours of face and facial
features. Upon the contours, the regions of face and facial
features can be extracted. Figure 6-(a) shows an example
for the extraction of face and facial features, based on the
66-point PDM.

Intensity of Mouth Movement. Observation 4 has fig-
ured out that attention distribution within face is correlated
with the movement intensity of mouth. We therefore need
to measure the mouth movement intensity. Here, we use the
18 mouth landmarks (see Figure 6) to quantify the mouth
movement intensity at thet-th frame (denoted byDt). Giv-
en the mouth landmarks,Dt can be determined upon the d-
ifference of width and height between neighboring frames.
However, there may be some error on detecting the land-
marks of mouth. To reduce the impact of such error onDt,
Dt needs to be calculated by averaging over more than one
Euclidean distance, at either horizonal or vertical direction.
In our approach, we compute on 9 Euclidean distances:d1,

(a) 66-point PDM (b) Mouth

Figure 6:An example of PDM for face and mouth.

d2, d3, d4, d5, d6 for the vertical distance, andd7, d8, d9
for the horizontal distance. Refer to Figure 6-(b) for more
details. Then, the intensity of mouth movement at thet-th
frame can be calculated as,

Dt =

9∑

i=1

|d
(t)
i − d

(t−t′)
i |

min(d
(t)
i , d

(t−t′)
i )

, (1)

whered(t)i andd(t−t′)
i are thei-th distances at framest and

(t − t′), respectively. In (1), the denominator is used to
compute the relative distance for measuring mouth move-
ment intensity. According to the theory of persistence of vi-
sion [2], there exists approximately 0.1 second residual for
motion perception. Since the interval between thet-th and
(t− t′)-th frames needs to be larger than motion perception
in (1), t′ is computed by

t′ = round(0.1 · fr). (2)

wherefr is the frame rate of a video. Finally,Dt can be
achieved using the calculation of (1) and (2).

4. The proposed approach

4.1. Feature integration

In our approach, we follow the basic way of [37] to
integrate saliency maps of different channels together for
saliency detection in single-face videos. To be more specif-
ic, we assume thatSC

t , SI
t , SO

t andSF
t are the conspicuity

maps of channels on features of color, intensity, orienta-
tion and face at thet-th video frame. Then, these conspicu-
ity maps need to be linearly combined for outputting final
saliency mapSt as follows,

St = wCS
C
t + wIS

I
t + wOS

O
t + wFS

F
t

s.t. wC + wI + wO + wF (st) = 1, wF (st) =

J∑

j=0

ajst
j ,

(3)
wherew = [wC , wI , wO, wF (st)]

T are the weights corre-
sponding to each feature channel, andst is the face size at
framet. Based on Observations 2 and 3, the amount of at-
tention in face region is affected by face size, and is invari-
ant to mouth movement. Thus,wF can be represented by
the polynomial function with regard to face sizest, denoted
aswF (st) =

∑J
j=0 ajst

j where{aj}Jj=0 are the polyno-
mial coefficients to be learned from the training data. In
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Figure 7:Framework of our LSTM-DGMM approach for saliency detectionof single-face videos.

this paper, we adopt Itti’s model [19] to yield conspicuity
mapsSC

t , SI
t andSO

t for the channels of low-level features.
In addition to the low-level features, face is incorporatedin
our approach, as Observation 1 validates that face receives
most visual attention in a video. In our approach, we uti-
lize LSTM-DGMM to model conspicuity mapSF

t of face
channel, for saliency detection of single-face videos.

Algorithm 1 The recursive algorithm for solving (7)

1: Initialize the values ofπt(0) as0, andσt asσt(0) in the way of [37].
2: Vectorize all the pixel coordinates (x and y) in the t-th frame into one-

dimensional form (x andy). Similarly, Gt is vectorized into one dimension
V(Gt).

3: for k = 1 to K do
4:
5: Stage 1. Optimizeπt(k) with σt(k − 1):
6: for i = 1 to 5 do

E
i
t(k − 1) = exp{−

(x − µi
t,x)

2

(σi
t,x(k − 1))2

−
(y − µi

t,y)
2

(σi
t,y(k − 1)2

},

7: whereσi
t,x(k − 1) andσi

t,y(k − 1) are defined by (5).
8: end for
9: SetEt(k − 1) = {Ei

t(k − 1)}5

i=1
.

10: Computeπt(k)
T = Et(k − 1)† ·V(Gt), where(·)† is the pseudo

inverse.
11: if |N (Gt,S

F
t (σt(k − 1), πt(k)) −N (Gt,S

F
t (σt(k − 1), πt(k −

1))| ≤ ε then
12: Break the FOR loop;return πt(k) andσt(k − 1).
13: end if
14:
15: Stage 2. Optimizeσt(k) with πt(k):
16: CalculateEt(k) = V(Gt) · (πt(k)

T )†.
17: for i = 1 to 5 do
18: Updateσt(k) by

(
1

σi
t,x(k)

2
,

1

σi
t,y(k)

2
)T = ((x − µ

i
t,x)

2
, (y − µ

i
t,y)

2)
†
· (− lnEt(k)

i).

19: end for
20: if |N (Gt,S

F
t (σt(k), πt(k))−N (Gt,S

F
t (σt(k− 1), πt(k))| ≤ ε

then
21: Break the FOR loop;return πt(k) andσt(k).
22: end if
23: end for
24: return πt(K) andσt(K) as the solution to (7).

4.2. DGMM

According to Observation 1, attention on face region is
more likely to be drawn by facial features. Thus, GMM of
[37] can be applied to model conspicuity map of face. How-
ever, different from static GMM for still face images [37],
the parameters of GMM should be dynamic across frames in
video saliency detection, according to Observation 4. Thus,
we propose DGMM in this paper to model the dynamic vari-
ation of visual attention on a face. Specifically, for thet-th

frame of a single-face video, we can model its conspicuity
mapSF

t as follows,

SF
t =

5∑

i=1

πi
tG

i
t = πtGt, (4)

whereπi
t is the weight of thei-th GM Gi

t . Here,Gt =
(G1

t ,G
2
t ,G

3
t ,G

4
t ,G

5
t )

T andπt = (π1
t , π

2
t , π

3
t , π

4
t , π

5
t ) corre-

spond to the GMs and their weights, for modeling attention
on face, left eye, right eye, nose and mouth. Specifically,
for each GMGi

t , we assume that their meanµi
t and standard

deviationσi
t are

µi
t = (µi

t,x, µ
i
t,y),

σi
t =

(
σi
t,x 0
0 σi

t,y

)

.
(5)

In above equation,µi
t,x andµi

t,y are means ofGi
t atx andy

axes;σi
t,x andσi

t,y are standard deviations. Then, for pixel
at (x, y), Gi

t can be represented by

Gi
t = exp{−

(x− µi
t,x)

2

(σi
t,x)

2
−

(y − µi
t,y)

2

(σi
t,y)

2
}. (6)

Once weighπi
t, meanµi

t and standard deviationσi
t are ob-

tained for each GM, conspicuity map of face can be mod-
eled by DGMM of (4) and (6). In this paper,µi

t is simply
set to be the center of the corresponding face or facial fea-
ture, detected by the method of Section 3. As forπi

t andσi
t,

we utilize an advanced LSTM network to learn them, to be
discussed in Section 4.3.

Before learning LSTM, we need to estimate DGMM dis-
tribution upon ground-truth fixations from training data, as
the target of LSTM. Sinceµt is known after the detection
of face and facial features, the task of DGMM estimation
turns to working outπt andσt, formulated by

argmax
πt,σt

N (Gt,S
F
t ), s.t.

5∑

i=1

πi
t = 1, πt ≥ 0, (7)

whereGt is the distribution of ground-truth fixations and it
corresponds to saliency mapSF

t modeled by DGMM with
parametersπt andσt. In addition,N (·) is the function of
normalized scanpath saliency (NSS)5, which evaluates sim-
ilarity between human fixation distributionGt and saliency

5NSS is used here for measuring similarly as [23] proved that NSS is a
most effective way in evaluating saliency detection accuracy.
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Figure 8:Structure of our LSTM for DGMM.

mapsSF
t . Note that the greater NSS value means higher

similarity. Unfortunately, we find that optimization formu-
lation of (7) is a non-convex problem. In this paper, we
solve (7) by developing a recursive algorithm, which iter-
atively updatesπt andσt with the other being fixed. The
details about our recursive algorithm are summarized in Al-
gorithm 1.

4.3. LSTM for DGMM

In this section, we present an advanced LSTM network
for learning to predictπt andσt, which models DGMM dis-
tribution of face saliency in a video. As such, the sequential
dependency is considered in the DGMM model by LSTM.
However, different from the conventional LSTM [34], our
LSTM network is designed for regression problem, asπt

andσt are continuous variables. The architecture of our L-
STM is shown in Figure 8.

The input to LSTM is the features extracted from each
frame of single-face videos. As analyzed in Observations 2
and 4, the DGMM distribution of attention within a face is
correlated to face sizest and the intensity of mouth move-
mentDt. Thus,st andDt are input to our LSTM. In ad-
dition, Observation 1 pointed out that facial features influ-
ence the attention distribution within the face region. Due
to this, we also take the facial landmarks of facial features
as the input to saliency detection. To remove the redundan-
cy of the conventional PDM, 13 landmarks of facial fea-
tures [29] are selected as the input feature to LSTM, and
they are discribed bylt. This way, the over-fitting can be
avoided in training LSTM. Finally, we have feature vector
xt = (lt, st, Dt) as the input to LSTM.

Given the input features of face size, facial landmark-
s and mouth movement, our LSTM incorporates memory
cells to learn when to update hidden states with gate on
forgetting previous hidden states, for predictingπt andσt.
Specifically, for the memory cellc of LSTM, there are sev-

eral hidden gates with varying connections. For the memory
unit, input gategi controls whether LSTM takes into count
its current inputxt, forget gategf decides whether to forget
its previous memoryct−1, and the output gatego considers
how much to transfer the memory to the hidden stateht. At
the t-th frame, input gategi,t, forget gategf,t, and output
gatego,t are calculated by

gi,t = σ(Wgixt +Ugiht−1 + bi),

gf,t = σ(Wgfxt +Ugfht−1 + bf ),

go,t = σ(Wgoxt +Ugoht−1 + bo),

(8)

where σ(·) is the sigmoid function. Moreover,
{Wgi ,Ugi ,bi} are the trained parameters for map-
ping from{xt,ht−1} to gi,t. Similarly, {Wgf ,Ugf ,bf}
and{Wgo ,Ugo ,bo} are the trained parameters forgf,t and
go,t, respectively. Based on the above gates, the memory of
thet-th framect can be updated by

ct = gf,t ⊙ ct−1 + gi,t ⊙ φ(Wcxt +Ucht−1), (9)

whereφ(·) is the hyperbolic function, and⊙ stands for the
component-wise product.Wc andUc are parameters to be
trained. Then, hidden states can be obtained by

ht = go,t ⊙ φ(ct). (10)

Upon above hidden states, our LSTM outputsπ̂t andσ̂t,
which approximate the targetsπt andσt as follows. Note
thatπ̂t = {π̂i

t}
5
i andσ̂t = {σ̂i

t}
5
i , corresponding to the pre-

dicted weights and standard deviations of GMs for face, left
eye, right eye, nose and mouth, respectively. Since{πi

t}
5
i

are continuous variables and
∑5

i=1 π
i
t is equivalent to 1, our

LSTM predicts it as follows,

π̂i
t =

exp(Wπiht)
∑5

j=1 exp(Wπjht)
. (11)

In addition,σi
t can be obtained by

σ̂i
t = Wσiht, (12)

which is also continuous variable. In (11) and (12),Wπi

andWσi are the parameters to be trained.
Besides, we define the loss functionL of LSTM by

L =
1

∑N
n=1 Tn

N∑

n=1

Tn∑

t=1

5∑

i=1

(πi
n,t ln(π̂

i
n,t)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cross Entropy Error

+λ‖σi
n,t − σ̂i

n,t‖2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Mean Squared Error

),

(13)
whereN is the total number of training videos, andTn is
the number of frames for then-th video in training set.πi

n,t

andσi
n,t are the weight and standard deviation of the GMM

for thet-th frame in then-th video, respectively. As shown
in (13), the loss function includes two parts: the first part is
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Table 1:Comparison of our and other approaches in mean (±standard deviation) of NSS and CC, averaged over all 7-fold cross-validation in our database.

Metrics Our approach Itti[19] Cerf[6] Judd[21] PQFT[9] Zhao[40] Rudoy[31] Xu[37] OBDL[12]
NSS 5.51±1.63 1.46±0.75 2.45±0.70 1.82±0.33 1.27±0.87 4.00±1.14 1.98±0.65 4.90±1.08 1.78±1.20

CC 0.84±0.10 0.39±0.14 0.59±0.10 0.52±0.06 0.26±0.15 0.78±0.09 0.56±0.12 0.78±0.11 0.34±0.14

(a) Input (b) Human (c) Ours (d) Itti (e) Cerf (f) Judd (g) PQFT (h) Zhao (i) Rudoy (j) Xu (k) OBDL

Figure 9:Saliency maps across different frames (the 84th, 198th, and203rd frames) of a randomly selected video, generated by ourand other 8 approaches,
as well as the human fixations.

p

(a) Input (b) Human (c) Ours (d) Itti (e) Cerf (f) Judd (g) PQFT (h) Zhao (i) Rudoy (j) Xu (k) OBDL

Figure 10:Saliency maps of some videos at different face sizes, generated by our and other 8 approaches, as well as the human fixations.

measured by a cross entropy error forπ̂t , and the second
part is measured by a mean squared error forσ̂t. Besides,
there is a parameterλ to regulate the weights on these t-
wo parts. Afterwards, we can simultaneously optimizeπ̂t

andσ̂t using the backpropagation (BP) algorithm and train
our LSTM network end-to-end. Finally, the LSTM network
can be obtained for predicting DGMM distribution of visual
attention within a single face across frames.

5. Experimental results

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our
LSTM-DGMM approach in detecting saliency of single-
face videos, via comparing with other 8 state-of-the-art ap-
proaches. Next, we present the baseline and settings of our
experiment.

5.1. Baseline and Settings

In our experiment, all 70 videos in our database, which
are discussed in Section 2.1, were used for training and test.
Here, 7-fold cross-validation was applied by randomly and
equally dividing our database to be 7 non-overlapping sub-
sets. Then, the averaged saliency detection results are re-
ported in this section. To evaluate saliency detection results,
we utilize the following metrics: NSS and linear correlation

(CC). NSS quantifies the degree of correspondence between
human fixation locations and saliency maps. CC measures
the strength of linear correlation between human fixation
maps and predicted saliency maps. The larger NSS and CC
indicate higher accuracy of saliency detection.

With ground-truth fixations of each training set,πt and
σt of DGMM distribution can be obtained by Algorithm 1,
as the targets of LSTM. In Algorithm 1, the termination cri-
terion parametersε andK were empirically set to0.001
and20, respectively. We found that Algorithm 1 converges
with 6.4 iterations in average. Upon the obtained DGMM
distribution, LSTM was trained to predictπ̂t andσ̂t of DG-
MM. Consequently, a single layer with 30 hidden units was
applied to our LSTM, in order to avoid over-fitting. The
learning rate for training our LSTM was fixed to 0.003 and
training epoches were set to 100, for achieving the proper
convergence in training LSTM with the BP algorithm. Be-
sides,λ, which tradeoffŝπt and σ̂t in the loss function of
(13), was tuned to be 0.1.

5.2. Test on our database

Objective evaluation. Here, we evaluate the saliency
detection performance of 7-fold cross-validation over our
database, and compare our approach with 8 other approach-
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Table 2:Comparison of averaged NSS and CC (±standard deviation) for predicting fixations of other subjects.

Metrics Our approach Itti[19] Cerf[6] Judd[21] PQFT[9] Zhao[40] Rudoy[31] Xu[37] OBDL[12]
NSS 5.00±1.31 1.49±1.04 2.27±1.02 1.95±0.34 1.34±1.04 2.94±1.14 2.00±0.61 4.10±0.68 1.81±1.39

CC 0.85±0.02 0.38±0.13 0.57±0.11 0.53±0.04 0.25±0.15 0.72±0.12 0.54±0.11 0.82±0.06 0.32±0.16

Table 3:Comparison of our and other approaches in NSS and CC, averaged over single-face videos of other database.

Metrics Our approach Itti[19] Cerf[6] Judd[21] PQFT[9] Zhao[40] Rudoy[31] Xu[37] OBDL[12]
NSS 3.22 1.18 1.70 1.56 1.33 2.28 1.73 2.77 2.10
CC 0.68 0.37 0.48 0.35 0.29 0.55 0.41 0.58 0.46

es (i.e., Ittiet al.[19], Cerf et al.[6], Juddyet al.[21], Guo
et al.[9], Zhao et al.[40], Rudoyet al.[31], Xu et al.[37]
and Hosseinet al.[12]) to verify the effectiveness of our ap-
proach. The comparison results are presented in Table 1,
in terms of averaged NSS and CC values with standard de-
viations. As we can see from this table, our approach out-
performs other 8 approaches in terms of both two metrics,
arriving at5.51 in NSS and0.84 in CC. Specifically, our ap-
proach has at least0.61 improvement in NSS and0.06 en-
hancement in CC, over other approaches. The results of Ta-
ble 1 imply that our approach significantly advances state-
of-the-art saliency detection in single-face videos. Besides,
the gain of our approach over [37] verifies the effectiveness
of making GMM dynamic in videos, since face saliency is
modeled by GMM in [37] while it is represented by DGMM
in our video approach.

Subjective evaluation. Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate
the saliency maps of some selected video frames, generat-
ed by our and other 8 approaches. One may observe that
the saliency maps of our approach are much closer to the
ground-truth maps of human attention, compared to other 8
approaches. Such results mean that our approach is capable
of well locating the salient regions within face. Specifically,
Figure 9 shows the saliency maps across different frames in
a same video, and we can see that our approach is able to
precisely catch the saliency change when mouth is moving,
while other approaches, especially [37], have nearly no re-
action to this kind of movement. This clearly verifies the
effectiveness of our LSTM-DGMM model, which enables
the dynamic transition of GMM between frames for model-
ing saliency distribution within a single face. Figure 10 fur-
ther shows the saliency maps of different videos with face
being at various sizes. One may observe that our approach
is capable of predicting human attention well, regardless of
face size.

5.3. Test on generalization

Generalization on other subjects. To test the general-
ization of our approach, this section moves to the evaluation
on predicting attention of other subjects in our database.
First, we randomly selected one test set (i.e., 10 videos in to-
tal) from 7-fold cross-validation. Then, 32 subjects, totally
different from those for our eye tracking database, were in-
volved in free-viewing the selected 10 videos. Meanwhile,
the fixations of those 32 subjects were recorded using the

same procedure of Section 2.1. In our experiments, their
fixations on 10 test videos are predicted by our LSTM-
DGMM approach, which was trained from fixations of oth-
er 60 videos viewed by other 40 subjects (available in our
database of Section 2.1). The accuracy of saliency detection
is reported in Table 2. This table verifies the cross-subject
generalization of our approach.

Generalization on other databases. We further evalu-
ate our approach on single-face videos of other databases
for generalization test. There are in total 4 videos6 includ-
ing one obvious face in the existing eye tracking database
of videos, SFU [10] and DIEM [26]. They are all test-
ed in our experiment. Note that here we randomly utilize
one trained LSTM-DGMM model from the 7-fold cross-
validation to test these 4 videos. Table 3 tabulates the NSS
and CC results of our and other approaches, averaged over
4 test videos. From this table we can find that our approach
again performs better than all other approaches. Hence, the
generalization of our approach can be validated.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed the LSTM-DGMM ap-
proach to predict saliency distribution within single-face
across video frames. To be more specific, a new eye track-
ing database was obtained, by recording fixations of 40 sub-
jects on viewing 70 single-face videos. To the best of our
knowledge, our database is the first one for eye-tracking da-
ta of single-face videos. Then, we investigated from our
database that face attracts most attention in videos, and that
the distribution of attention within a face is correlated with
face size, facial features and mouth movement. Accord-
ing to our investigation, we proposed the DGMM distribu-
tion to model the attention within a single face alongside
frames. Next, benefitting from the recent development of
RNN, an advanced LSTM network was developed, which
predicts the structured DGMM distribution of attention on
single-face videos. Finally, the experimental results showed
that our LSTM-DGMM approach performs best in detect-
ing saliency of single-face videos, compared with other 8
state-of-the-art approaches.

6The 4 videos arenewstony blair resignation, ami ib4010 closeup,
FOREMANandone show.
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